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“And he was the tutor to the guard last night, he can do it very easily!”

“Tiance God Commander said that outsiders can’t steal the artifact! Unless you are! This just shows that
Levi Garrison did it!”

“Furthermore, we have seen all this with our own eyes! Do you still have to quibble?”

…

Everyone said this, no matter how Jiao Tianyu and the others argue, it will be futile.

After all, the lost artifact was found here, and Levi Garrison took it personally.
Nothing is useful!

“Levi Garrison was secretly learning our exercises a few days ago, and it is not weird to steal the artifact
now!”

“He is so weak, he can understand if he wants to be strong!”
…

Everyone said one after another.

They look ugly after plum dyeing.

Looking at Levi Garrison incredulously.

Did he really steal the artifact in order to become stronger?

It’s not that they don’t believe in Levi Garrison, but the evidence is solid.

Also, stealing the exercises was also caught on the spot.

Everything is ironclad proof.

…

Immediately, someone changed their words: “But Levi Garrison stole the artifact and is still a mentor!
The academy will give you an explanation! Otherwise, it will be difficult to convince the crowd!”

“Yes! Give an explanation! Stealing artifacts should be dealt with!”

“Levi Garrison is still a mentor, so he deserves to be more guilty!”

…

Everyone shouted.

It means to force the palace.

They were stunned.

Don’t know how to deal with it.

They realized it later, and it was only later that they understood all this.

But everything is too late.

“Everybody gets the loot! Seen by everyone! Levi Garrison is stealing!”

Yin Zhengping shouted.

This is directly deciding Levi Garrison to death.

There are all personal and physical evidences, and there are motives…

The dozens of spies from last night showed successful smiles and looked at Levi Garrison, the scapegoat.

“Levi Garrison, what do you have to say? We listen to your sophistry!”

Thousands of eyes stared at Levi Garrison.

It seemed to melt him.

“I have nothing to say! As you can see, things are in my hands!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

But even if he took it back, it was called taking it.

Because this is his thing!

Jiao Tianyu and the others wanted to argue, but they didn’t know what to say.

A hundred mouths can’t argue!

“Since Tutor Ye admits it himself! Then the academy should punish accordingly, right?”

“Yes, Teacher Ye has a special identity, so he deserves to be more guilty!”

“Punish, punish!”

